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Catholic interest/' but he certainly reset Alexander in a.
magnificent if not a favourable light. "A very strong man
guilty of hiding none of his human weaknesses"—would
have made a true and a kind epitaph for one of the greatest
if not most pious of Popes.
The book is not sustained, and it is difficult to read con-
tinuously, for it is a collection of striking monographs
loosely fastened together on such subjects as the Cere-
monial of Papal Conclaves, Calumny as a fine art, the
theory of Cardinal-Nephews or Nepotism, Art under the
Borgias, the Science of Poisoning or Venom, Cardinalitial
Privileges, the full meaning of Excommunication. In the
midst of much that is recondite, interesting and written
in stately or striking language, Rolfe can suddenly become
personal, and we get a sentence like: "This year also died
the twelve-toed, chin-tufted, excommunicated little Chris-
tian king, Charles VIII of France, and was succeeded by
his cousin, Louis XII, a thin man with a fat neck and lip
and an Ethiopic nose and exquisite attire."
Sometimes he shows the touch of Tacitus, which is the
same in a modern or classical historian, whether it is a
statement of mockery or of truth, or of both. Caesar
Borgia, we learn, "hanged all those who betrayed to him,
loving the treachery, hating the traitors/' Lucretia Borgia
"had observed that the lack of money is the root of all evil,
and at that root she struck!" Alexander as a Cardinal
"gained the reputation of being inaccessible to flattery, in-
capable of party feeling, impregnable in integrity, incon-
spicuous in morals. . . ."
Sometimes he uses the antithesis of epigram. Of the
Borgian and Victorian centuries: "Now we pretend to be
immaculate, then they bragged of being vile." In the history
of poisons: "The Dark Ages were the ages of Simples.
The Age of the Renaissance was the age of Compounds."
Or, again, of the American Discovery: "So in return for

